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Agrarian Capitalism in Rural Hausaland
(Nigeria) in 1900 to 1910 and Today

By

Polly Hill

SUMMARY

Agrarian capitalism had existed in rural Nigerian Hausaland
long "before the arrival of the British colonialists, and during
the Brief colonial period (1902-3 to 196O) agrarian conditions
remained basically unchanged, except for the replacement of
farm-slaves by daily wage labourers and the introduction, in
some areas, of the ox-plough.

Certain relevant characteristics of Hausa rural economies
in about 1900 to 1910 (with special re: erence to the very densel
populated farming area around Kano city - the Kano Close—Settled
zone or KCSZ) were;

(a) Population densities and intensive cultivation of manured
farmland.

Whereas in most districts of rural Hausaland farmland was far
from being scarce, intensive (i.e. annual) cultivation of
manured farmland had long been the rule in the KCSZ. Within
a radius of some 10 miles of Kano city, local manure supplies
were supplemented with large quantities of compound sweepings
brought from the city, All types of organic manure, including
cattle dung and the contents of pit latrines, were apt to be
bought and sold for cash (cowry shells).
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(b) Fixed capital; (i) Farm-slaves. As farmers in the KCSZ always
bought their farm-slaves, which wore heritable like other forms of
property, it is evident that such slaves should be included in any
definition of fixed agrarian capital. Although most free farmers
were not slave-owners, yet farm-slaves were an integral factor in
rural society.

(b)(ii). Other forms of fixed capital. Livestock (cattle,sheep,goats
and donkeys-) were another form of fixed, or productive, capital. As
today, little fixed capital consisted of improved farmland.
(c) Working capital. This consisted cheifly of farm-tools, manure and
soed - all of which were bought and sold for cash. Cash hoards would
have been larger had it not been for the.practice for buying, and
storing, grain for resale at a price rise.
(d) Currency. Cowry shells functioned as a most convenient village
currency, to the degree that selling, not barter, was usual within
the village community, as it is today.
(e) Taxation.The elaborate and centralised taxation system which the
British found in Kano Emirate involved taxes (payable in cowries) on
farms and on numerous non-basic types of farm produce, as well as on
certain crafts; there was no head tax, but rather a (notional) tithe
on grain, which yielded far less than 10$.
(f) Markets. It is probable that the purely local market handled more
business than today owing to the development, in the past few decades,
of strict, universal wife seclusion in most (though not quite all)
rural areas, which prevents women from leaving their houses. There
were many large markets which attracted wholesale buyers from far
afield.
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(g) Long-distance trade.The Hausa were -famous -long-distance traders
and most of the trade was rurally-baseds donkeys were the main
Leasts of burden arid most traders were farmers who travelled mainly
in the dry season. In some Kancr districts high proportions of all
men were long-distance traders, many of whom travelled many hun¬
dreds Of miles. d-.. .•.-■■■

(h) Craft work.Most farmefs had remuneratives non-farming occupations
there were few craft, trade or religious specialists who were not
also farmers. The most flourishing craft was.Weaving,which has
since declined greatly. _

(û) Economic inequality. Economic inequality, which was pronounced,
was not based on the existence of privileged 'classes' with special
rights over scarce natural resources, but was associated with the
uneven distribution of capitals Where local farmers owned large
slave-estates economic inequality was much more pronounced than
it is today. Many men were severely impoverished, even though
land was not scarce.

(k) Farm-labouring. The practice of buying labour in '.time-units'
was unknown. The general lack of a farm-labouring system hampered
both those richer farmers who owned no slaves although they had in¬
sufficient family labour, and impoverished farmers - who nowadays
commonly supplement their income by this work.

(m) Gandu. Most married sons worked on their father's farms in
return for food and/or grain, as well as the use of a farm-plot;
they, like the farm-slaves,were regarded .as being in gandu.
(n) Rural/urban relationships. Whereas the agrarian history of
many Asian regions, such as north China, is largely concerned
with rural/urban relationships - with the countryside role of ur¬

ban landlords, money-lenders, shop-keepers, traders, etc., - rural
Hausaland had genuine economic autonomy, being indeed the sector
where most economic enterprise, such as long-distance trade and

weaving, was based. No centralised control was exerted over the

workings of agrarian capitalism,which flourished unplanned - for
the time being.
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(5) Ploughing. The metal ox-plough, drawn "by a pair of oxen,'has
"been a most acceptable innovation in many districts. Owing to the

widespread practice of ploughhire, some one to two million farmers
may have benefited from the 40,000 ploughs which were reported as

existing in northern Nigeria in 1968.
(6) Standards of living, (i) Extreme poverty. There is no certainty
that the proportion of farmers who are extremely poor has fallen
since I9OO.

(6)(ii) Muslim wife seclusion. The universal wife seclusion, which
has developed during the past few decades, greatly aggravates the
plight of some of the poorest men who need more help on their farms.
(6)(iii) Non-farming income. The proportionate income from crafts and

long-distance trade has greatly declined.

(6)(iv) Fixed capital. The ratio of the value of fixed capital
(including livestock) to the value of output may be lower than
formerly.

(6)(v) Manure supplies. Manure supplies per head of population may be
reduced owing to reduced populations of sheep and goats.
(6)(iv) Modern inventions. The only modern invention which is owned
in significant quantities is the bicycle.

(6)(vii) Population densities. Demographic statistics are exceedingly
poor. However, there is no likelihood that, in most districts, popu¬

lation pressure will depress living standards within (say) the next
half century.

If Schumpter is right in supposing that capitalism is 'by nature
a form or method of economic change and not only never is but never

can be stationary', than the present system is scarcely agrarian capi¬
talism - as it may have been in the nineteenth century.
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The following are among the main changes which have occureà since 1900.
(ï) The end of farm-slavery. Lugard's 1904 Proclamation on slavery
prohibited slave-dealing, though not slave-holding1, and declared that
all those who would subsequently be borri of slave parents would be
free. For the next two decades farm-slavery continued to flourish,
finally ceasing about 1930. Most ex-slaves and their sons became free

. -. ' V.-0If ï-:.
farmers on their own accounts they neither paid rent to their former
masters not served them in any capacity, there having been no status
intermediate between slavery and full freedom.
(2) Farm-labouring. The new system of farm-labouring (kwadago) has
severe limitations. The labourers are essentially casual, being paid
a standard daily wage, and being recruited at short notice. As their
work has to be supervised by the farmer, or his sons (who work alongside
the labourers), this places a severe limitation on the scale of farming.
Labourers are local farmers, or farmers'sons, who offer their part—time
services to numbers of different employers for a number of reasons there
would seem to be little prospect of reforming this rudimentary system.
(3) Export crops. The large expansion of groundnut production for ex¬

port, which followed the opening of the railway extension to kano just
before 1914» bad little effect on farming organization, for groundnuts
had long been an important crop, and most farmers continued to aim at
producing the bulk of their grain requirements.
(4) Manure. Any reduction in supplies of organic manure per head of
population that may have occurred since 1900 has not been made good
by imported fertilizers, trivial supplies having been made available.
It is to be hopied that agriculturalists will devote far more of their
time in future to research on organic (rather than chemical) manure,
considering that it will surely make good economic sense for farmers
to rely mainly on this type of manure for many future decades, especially
if they were to be assisted to rear more sheep and goats.
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Within the context of our debate on the emergence of

agrarian capitalism, rural Nigerian Hausaland (like certain
other regions of savannah West Africa) is a peculiar and interes¬

ting case. On the one hand, agrarian capitalism'-had existed

long before the arrival of the British colonialists; on the
other hand, the administration did so little to raise rural

living standards during the brief colonial phase of less than

sixty years (1902-3 to i960), that agrarian conditions remained

basically unchanged except for the replacement of farm-slaves by

daily wage labourers and the introduction (though only in some

areas) of the ox-plough.

I start by listing some of the relevant characteristics
of hausa rural economiès'in about 1900 to 1910, with special
reference to the very densely populated farming area around Kano

city - the kano Close-Settled Pone (kcsz}^

(a) Population densities and intensive cultivation of
of manured farmland. Whereas in rural Hausaland generally land
was far from being scarce, intensive cultivated . of manured farm¬
land had long been the rule in the KCSZ. Within a radius of some

2/
ten miles of Kano city, where population densities were highest,—/
the agronomic system was dependent, as it still is today, on the

supplementation of local supplies of manure with large quantities

1/ Some 2.5m people (perhaps more) live in this huge» irregularly-
shaped farming area around Kano city, where the population
density is believed to average at least 500 per square mile.
Such high densities are nothing news in 1918 C.L. Temple
supposed that vast areas around Kano had been intensively
cultivated1 fbr at least 500 years.

2] * In a farming area ('Dorayi') very close to the southern wall
of Kano city, where I did intensive fieldwork in 1971-72,the
population sensity, according to our own enumeration, was about
1,200 per square miles including the slave-population, it had
conceivably been as high in 1900. See 'Big Houses in Kano Emi¬
rate' by Polly Hill, Africa,forthcoming, 1974» I am grateful
to the Social Science Research Council for financing this work.
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of compound sweepings (containing sheep and goat droppings)
brought from Kano City. All types of organic manure, including
cattle dung and the contents of pit latrineff/^were apt to be bought
and sold for cash (cowry shells). The farmers understood this
agronomic system, which was very old, and there was no question
of yields necessarily declining over time.

(b) Fixed capitals (i) Farm-slaves. Some of the richer
farmers expanded their labour-force by setting slaves to work
on their farms, alongside their sons. As the farmers in the
KCSZ bought their slaves in markets and houses and did not capture
themselves, and as slaves were heritable, like other of property -
it is evident that any definition of fixed agrarian capital should
include them. The incidence of farm-slavery must have varied5 /
greatly^ but where slaves comprised a large proportion of the total
adult population the total value of fixed capital in relation to
the value "bf farm output must have been valued between about
150,000 to 300,000 cowries,^' or the equivalent of about £3 10s to
£7 - prices which have some meaning when compared with the annual
value of an adult's grain requirements, which might have been of
'the order of £1 5s, though grain procès fluctuated. Although most

3 As today, house latrines were sealed with earth for up to oneyear, when (if the work had been well done)—an odour-less black'earth' could be extracted.
4 / ■ ai , •

...Presumably the same applied to most of the slave-traders inthe market. '....Whereas in East and Central Africa the slavetrade... could be extremely destructive of economic,politicaland social life, in West Africa it was part of a sustained pro¬cess of economic and political development.' 'Slavery and theSlave Trade in the Context of West African History' by J.D.Fage, Journal of African History,1969>3«P.400.
5/ A forthcoming article by the present writer on farm-slaveryin Kano Emirate will deal with this matter.6/ Females (who comprised some half of the population of farm-slaves) were valued more highly than males, probably mainlybecause they were a superior long-term investment since thechildren of a slave couple belonged to their mother's owner.
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free farmers were not slave-owners, yet (as in ancient Greece),"^
farm-slaves were an integral factor irr rurâî' s'ôcîét'y.

(b) (ii) Other forms of fixed capital. Qatjtle, sheep, goats
and donkeys were another form of fixed (or productive) capital.
Although most cattle were owned hy Pulani pastoralists, rich Eausa
farmers often owned herds. Donkeys were used for, transporting
manure to the farms and for removing crops from them and for many
other purposes - they were (and are) indispensable beasts of bur¬
den in a society where women are unable to perform, or disdain,
this role.^ Oral evidence suggests that in the KGSZ shoep and: U1 *" ! ■'goat ownership, per head of the human population, was greater than

•••' today. '
„ :.. .,1 : ■

. • .( ; V. ■ V .;-' I. . J • ..

•

j". ."••T.vr ' •/.(
As today, there was little fixed capital .consisting of improved

farmland, except near rivers where irrigated farming was practised,
onions being one of the main crops. However, in a sense all annually
cultivated manured farmland was 'improved' - retaining some manu-
rial content after harvest and requiring no clearing before it was9/
sown,' such land, and such land only, was apt to be sold for cash.

...... .:}.>• ■ : ' ""

Granaries, made of clay or cornstalk, constituted another im-
-, portant form of fixed capital. Owing to the brevity of the- (single

rainy season, these structures must have had a capacity equal to^or
even exceeding, the annual production of grains (mainly millet and
guinea corn) and other storable crops as well'a's fodder.

7J See M.I. Pinley, 'Was Greek Civilization based on Slave Labour?',in Slavery in Classical Antiquity,ed. M.I. Pinley, Cambridge,1960,p. 60.

8/ There was little water-carrying in many Hausa districts where,owing to the high water- , most houses had their own wells -this making Muslim wife seclusion possible. (See p. 26 below
9/ See p.18 below.

10/ In forest West Africa there is, also, a second rainy season,whichis long enough for a second maize crop to be cultivated.
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(c) Working capital. Working capital consisted, mainly of
farm-tools (made by local blacksmiths), of manure and of grain and
and other seed - all of which were bought and sold for cash. There

was also the matter of hoards of cashs such hoards would have been

larger had it not been for the practice of buying and storing grain
for resale at a price rise.

(d) Currency. While the severe inflation of the cowry currency

during the nineteenth century had made it very cumbersome for purpose

of long—distance tradej—^hese shells functioned as a most convenient

village currency, to the degree that selling, not barter, was usual
within the village community, as it is today; women conducted a

flourishing trade in cooked and processed foodstuffs which, in Kano
12 1

Emirate, ' was probably mainly based on their houses not on markets,
as is still the case today. Being indestructible, such shells also
provided a convenient store of value — for use by the enslaved as

well as the free.

(e) Taxation. The elaborate and centralised taxation system
which the British found in Kano Emirate involved taxes (payable in
cowries) on farms and on numerous non-basic types of farm produce,

^^J See Rural Hausa by Polly Hill, Cambridge, 1972, p. 221 and also
'The Cowrie Currencies of West Africa', Parts I and II, by Marion
Johnson, Journal of African History, 1970, 1 and 3.

12j_ A high proportion of the population of Kano Emirate lived dis-
persedly in the countryside in pre-colonial times (ás today)',
nearby market-places .then often being, lacking. (See 'Hidden
Trade in Hausaland' by Polly Hill, Kan, 1969» on women's house-
trade, which is a substitute for oarv'.t-trade, in a Ka+aina .

village.)
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as well as on certain crafts - there was no capitation tax; there
was also a notional tithe on grain (zakka), which yielded (in total)
far less than 10$.

(f) Markets. As today, rural markets were of two main types,
those serving discrete local populations and those which attracted pro¬

duce wholesalers from some distance away, although retailing also
occurred there; it is probable that the former handles more business

than today, owing to the development in the past few decades of strict,
universal, Muslim wife seclusion in most (though not in all) rural
areas,^ which prevents women from leaving their houses, let alone
going to market. Many types of craft good, such as blacksmiths' tools
and cloth, were mainly sold outside market-places - another illustra¬
tion of the extent to which cash transactions pervaded everyday life
in the country side.

(g) Long-distance trade. Most long-distance trade was certainly
rurally-based: donkeys were the main beasts of burden and most traders
were farmers, who travelled mainly in the dry season. In some Kano
districts high proportions of all men were long-distance traders,going
to Bornu, Sokoto and the south; elsewhere, shorter-distance grain-trading
(kwarami) might be common, especially in densely populated localities
which were not necessarily self-sufficient in grain.. So far as the long¬
distance trade with Yorubaland was concerned, the main wares were natron

(potash) - a re-export-i^rom Kano Emirate - and livestock (including

1S'êô Rural Hausa by. Polly Hill.

\^J The natron (Kanwa) was bought in the (present-day) Niger Republic
or in Bornu.
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sheep and. goats); kola nuts and. imported, manufactured cloth were the
main purchases. The example of the long-distance tobacco trade is

especially fascinating in this context; it invo lved. Storage for a

price—rise and elaborate processing, as with a modern export crcp^
As longi-distance traders were not concerned to "establish heritable
business, and owned -no specialised trading capital (apart frein donkeys,
which were also used on the farms), it/ follows that follows that pro¬
fitable trade tended to. enhance capital investment in farming.

• - '£1 ■■ •
. •?...'i: •+; i , j..j . a;.; v-J- ' 'oax ,i. /:•: . Unera-e, .. >x.. ;■ :

. (4) . Craft work. Most .farmers had remunerative nõn-farming occu¬
pations^ including work-as Koranic teachers).which they could pursue
in the long dry—season and-maybe at other timeá; there were very few
craft, trade or religious specialists who did no farming, for most men

aspired (as they still do today) to produce the bulk of the grains re¬

quired for their household consumption. The most /popular craft was

weaving - which has since suffered a severe decline. : According to
reports made in early colonial times, a man might have earned the
equivalent of about. £2 10s from weaving for about 'eight months annually
r_roughly. sufficient to buy the annual grain requirements of two adults.

Craftworkers, like long-distance traders., : owned very little specia¬
lised capital;-^ so again, it Was possible for them to plough hack
their profits into farming. . Ia'-.!' ....-i u or- " vu;v

V • .

'■
: ■ : - v'XXk j. at xe- y ■ - i..

iy See Chapter 6 of Studies in Rural Ca-gi-talism~iTi-hest Africa "by
Polly Hill, Cambridge, 1970- ;

1[6/ Equipment for looms, blacksmiths' forges,,etc,, was very simple
and mainly madë by thé craftsman himself^ ~
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(j) Economic inequality. Economic inequality, which was pro¬
nounced, was not based on the existence of privileged 'classes' with
special rights over scarce natural resources (such as landr^or water),
hut was associated with the uneven distribution of capital, which is
presumably one of the most characteristic features of rural capita¬
lism as such. -Where local farmers owned large slave-estates economic
"inequality was much more pronounced than it is today, whether or not
land was scarce, and wealth (farm-slaves) was more readily trans-
mittable from father to sons on death. Although the system of rural
capitalism aggravated the plight of the abysmally poor farmers (who
probably comprised a considerable proportion of the population of
free farmers as is still the case today), the basic cause ^of extreme
individual poverty was the great harshness and rislc'noss of the natural,
environment, which killed off, invalided and/or impoverished many
men in"the prime of lifel-^ According to the Hausa philosophy of
arziki-^(wealth and good fortune), prosperity likewise was partly
a matter of chance, although 'the system' also helped those who helped
themselves.

1 "J In any case, bush land was freely available for cultivation in
most districts.

^8/ Individual poverty was thus somewhat comparable to an infections
disease which might attack anyone, but was more likely to be
contracted by those suffering from m_alnutrition.

I9/ See Rural Hausa by Polly Hill, p.185•
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(k) Farm-labouring. While various services (such as barbering
or clothes' washing) might have been wholly, or partly, paid for in
cash (cowries), it seems that the practice of buying labour in 'time-
units' was unknown, a matter which cannot be explained by the lack of
mechanical time-pieces, which are unnecessary today. However, as it
is inconceivable that the practice of paying-.off a debt by means of
farm-labouring (which is generally common in West Africa )-22/was unknown,
specific tasks, such as hoeing a specified number of ridges, must
sometimes have been -alloted to 'labourers'. There "is, also, a little
evidence that free labourers Pccassionally worked alongside farm-slaves
a daily wage of 200 cowries (about 1d) was .mentioned. Despite the exis¬
tence cfj communal labour systems (gayya), which enabled some men to call
on others for assistance in their farmwork in return for refreshments,
the general lack of a farm-labouring system hampered both those richer
farmers' who owned no slaves although.they had insufficient family labour,
as well as impoverished farmers who nowadays commbnly supplement thei
incomes by this work. : v. u :

(m) Gandu. As nowadays, in-ma«-y'-local-i-ti-es.r» married sons seldom
established-themselves as' farmers on their own account but usually
worked (in gandu) on their father's farms in return for food and/or
grain, as well as the use of a farm-plot On"which they could grow
produsë for sale in their off-time - the farm-slayes were likewise in
gandu and enjoyed similar conditions. Such a system was no more in¬
compatible with rural capitalism than is the Western practice of hus¬
bands remunerating their wives in kind for their faming^ or cooking ser ¬
vices - a point which is underlined by the fact that, from some aspects,
Hausa wives often enjoy more economic independence than their Western
counterparts, for instance buying groundnuts from their husbands at
the prevailing market price, or being paid by them for cotton picking.

20^ In West African languages the literal meaning of the word 'wage'
is commonly 'debt'.
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Furthermore, the gandu system (which was not compulsory servitude)
would not have "been widely acceptable to the sons'; had it not given

them ample scope to build up their own economic identities, a's- farmers,
craftsmen or traders, while sheltering under their father's economic

wing.. \v; 7- ... •.

(n) Rural/urban relationships. While rural dwellers were politi¬
cally subject to the Emir in Kano city, and were obliged to pay heavy•
taxation from which they derived no direct economic benefit, yet they
were neither culturally inferior to townsmen (most of the famous Kora¬
nic scholars lived in the countryside), nor financially dependent (to
any significant degree) on town money-lenders or landlords. Not only
was Nigerian Hausaland (and in particular Kano Emirate) one of the

21 / ,

least urbanised major regions of West Africa, but the population
of that great entrepôt city, Kano, largely consisted of "groups of
diverse origins lacking kinship relations one with the other"^'ánd
with little interest in, or connection with, the surrounding couritry-
side. Whereas the agrarian history of many Asian regions, such as

north China, is largely concerned with rural/urban relationships -

with the countryside role of urban landlords, money-lenders, shop¬

keepers, traders and so forth - rural Hausaland had genuine economic
autonomy, being indeed the sector where most economic enterprise, such

23/ -v.-
as long-distance trade and weaving,—'originated. In Kano Emi-rate

2JJ See Rural Hausa by Polly Hill, p.297»
22/ See 'The early states of the Central Sudan' by H.F.C. Smith, in-"

History of West Africa, Vcï.I^ëd. J.F.A. Ajayi and M. Crowder,
London, 1971> P« 187-

23/ The famous Kano cloth, which was mainly woven in the countryside,
had long been traded to north Africa, Timbuktu and many-regions of
West Africa.
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farmland was never rented, either froin absentee—landlords, or from any¬

one e lse^' most farming-credit was (andais) generated within rural
" **v ■ :

_ . ï ,T f J}" |V ■'•}'; f Q • 1 '""f V / T '' ; '• '■ -i. . • .•
communities; "and'much commercial exchange was conducted outside market¬
places^^- there having been, ift any caso, little relationship between

26/
the size of settlement and the size of its market.- - Those who flou¬
rished as rural capitalists did.soiin their own right - they were not
on the end of tentacles thrust out from the nearestTtown or city. Nor
did dire poverty result from. .Urban exploitation.

What then, :: were : the : necpssary coffditiofis for the existence of such
a species of agrarian capitalism? I suggest that the four essential
(and related) economic conditions were s the existence of supplies of
chattel-slaves; ; the ---tradition of pronounced geographical mobility; the
development of rurally-based long-distance trade; and the existence of
anv"rridostructible, portable, currency (cowries), suitable for village
trade as well' as for large commercial transactions. The rural Hausa had
been conquered twice within a céntury - first by the Fulani jihad and
second by the British imperialists.v: While both these administrations
-were" highly centralised in the very limited sense that very few high

27^
officials were permanently resident-outside the Emirate- capital* the
economic corollary of this was that no centralised control could be exer¬
ted' -over the workings of -agrarian capitalism, which flourished unplanned-
for the time being. ~~ 1

- t ■ 1.-" •' c-... . J- > \.

2jJ- T-he system of 'land-borrowing \ knom -as arc, involved -friends or rela¬
tives in borrowing farmland, for.'a token sum or for,.grain, fôr a
single season. 7~ i/TfT^F

£5/ See 'two types of West African Bouse Trade• by Polly Hill, in The
Development of Indigenous Trade and Markets in West Africa, éù. C.
Keillassoux, London, 1971 • . c.-lai s y

/ Except in the cases of the largest entrepôt markets, which linked
savannah and forest, one of which was Kano - see ibid, p. 313»

07/ Thus touring tax-gatherers were despatched from the capitals by the
Fulani. Although the British administration was ultimately success¬
ful in decentralising the responsibility for tax-collection and in
establishing district courts, yet the philosophy of Indirect Rule,
through the Emir, was such that no British administrative officers
were over permanently stationed outside the capital.
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I now turn to consider some of the-main changes between 1900
to 1910 and the present day..

(ï) The end of farm-slavery. Lugard'3 I904 Proclamation on slavery
prohibited slave-dealing, though not slave-holding, and declared
that all those who would subsequently be born of slave parents would
be legally free^/ Official sources were highly reticent on this
delicate subject, which makes it impossible to judge whether the

.supply of new slaves dried up at all rapidly, but however this might
have been it is certain that the institution of farm-slavery flou¬
rished greatly during the first decade of British rule—this being
in accordance with the policy of the colonial administration which
was terrified of the 'consequences of sudden emancipation of vast' r

- r. • 29/
numbers of slaves and solicitous towards slave-owners as a class.JJ
However, as time went by, many slaves died, were manumitted, were
ransomed (by themselves or Others), ran away, or casually departed
on their owner's death - until in the early 1920s it was clear that
the institution was dying, although it was not stone dead until about

^0 / i • ,
1930^'' Most slaves had lost all touch with their homeland (they might
indeed have been ignorant of their ethnic origin) and it is certain

2if}/ The Proclamation also enabled slaves to be legally ransomed when¬
ever they chose and prevented slave-owners from recovering run¬
away slaves through the courts.—-Clhe article referred to in foot¬
note 5 above deals more fully with these question.")

23/ ' See Political Memoranda; Revision of Instructions "to Political
Officers on Subjects chiefly Political and Administrative, 1913-18
by F.D. Lugard, 3rd edition, ed. 2.H.M. Kirk-Greene, London; 1970?
also The Dual Mandate in-British Tropical Africa by the same author -
London, 1922. ... ~ 'iii.

30/ It was not until 1926 that the" Emir' of -Kanò manumitted his last
palace slaves.
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that most ex-slaves and. their sons must have become free farmers on
their owii account (many of them remaining in the areas where they
had worked as slaves)for otherwise the cities and large towns* ''3 •* v

would have "been flooded out by strangers, as was not the case. In-32/
tensive enquiries in a rural locality close to Kano city, —- show
that those-of slave-descent enjoyed the same right of access to scare,
resources as free men; they neither paid rent to their former masters
nor served them in any other capacity, there having been no status-v ,.. y

intermediate between slavery and full freedom. Certainly, during
the first few decades after emancipation had begun in earnest, those
of slave-descent tended to be poorer that those of free origin, mainly

"because they had inherited no farmland; but as economic inequality
among both groups of farmer is pronounced,many slave-descendants
are richer than many of free-origin.

(2) Farm-labouring. Although in many districts the volume of
farm-labouring (kwadago) must be very small relative to that of slave-
labour in former days, yet the new system, like the old one, enables
richer farmers to produce much greater quantities of grains and grour.
nuts than if they relied solely on their sons. But this new system
has severe limitations.^-^ The labourers are essentially casual •-
being daily-paid; at a wage-rate which, in any locality, is usually
standard for the season"^/ and often being recruited at short notice.

* i ■ _ • ... . - ' : .: ' ; j\

- 31/ While the extent to which this happened depended to some degree
on population density, yet even in very densely populated Doray.
(see footnote 2 above.). a_quater of the present-day population
is of- slave-descent in the male lino".'
See footnote 2 above.

33/ See Rural Hausa by Polly Hill.
34/ Ibid. Chapter VIII, relates to farm-labouring.

This standard wage is not fixed by authority - see ibid. Ini¬
tially determined by market-forces, it remains fairljTconstant
owing to the preference of both farmers and labourers for a
standard, rate.
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During any season most labourers work with numerous different emplo¬

yers and it is necessary for their work to he supervised by the far¬
mers or their sons,- who work alonside them - whereas, in former times,
the trusted slave overseer (sarkin gandu) might have been-in charge.

Consequently, it is most unusual for country-bas,ed farmers to culti¬
vate more than about 50 acres - only members of the diminutive ruling-

class, and rioh absentee farmers, being in a position to delegate
the supervision to others.

, " • * , • • * ry :y."

Nor is there any prospect of reforming this rudimentary system,
which results from the land tenure system and the rigours of the
climate. The land tenure system is such that any resident farmer,
whatever his origin, may freely appropriate uncultivated land (such
as exists in most districts) and no employer could force any labou¬

rer, as he could have forced a slave, to desist from working on his
own land. Labourers are local farmers, or farmers' sons, who offer
their part-time services, the work often being undertaken for the

very purpose of acquiring finance for farming. As for the climatic

question, the point here is that most farmers can offer employment
for only a small proportion of the days of the year: it is not merely

that the farming season is so short, the dry season so long, but also
that during the farming season work tends to be spasmodic, the main
tasks being furrowing and the first and second weedings.^^ Of course,

then, it is of the nature of the case that such a system does not pro¬

mote the emergence of a 'landless class'; indeed it is certain that
the opportunity of undertaking such work reduces the plight of the

poorest farmers and their sons, both by putting more money in their

pockets for purchasing food and other essentials, and by enabling
them to mobilise more of the available resources of land and labour

in their own farming. _

__________________________

36/ Contrary to general belief, little (if any) labour is employed
;for sowing and not much for harvesting.
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-T 'l'ix.: V. ... ' , ' n

The importance of this obstacleto the proper development of agra¬
rian capitalism in rural Hausaland in post-slavery days can scaicely be37/
over-emphasised. The migrant cocoa-farmers of southern Ghana were
in a position, even before 19.14, to offer permanent employment to stran¬
ger- labourers - so permanent that sons often succeeded their fathers
in the job - because there was no conflict between the private food-
growing activities of these labourers (who were assisted by their depen¬
dants) and their work on the cocoa farms. In those southern forests
(in contrasts to Hausaland) land was not freely available to (resident)
stranger—labourers, who were necessarily dependent on.allocations made
to them by their masters. : . Ue

(3) Export crops. Of course the■conventional text-book
approach regards production of crops for 'export', as distinct from food-
crop production, as entirely crucial.

"With the poop transport and communications and the rudimen¬
tary exchange system which existed before the opening up of
the export trade, the local and domestic market of the under¬
developed countries was too narrow and unorganized to absorb
their potential surplus agricultural output." The économies

- of the Developing Countries by H.Myint, 3rd edition, 1967,P°43

Presumably rural Hausaland was under-developed just before 1914
when groundnut exporting to overseas markets begun. If so, Uyint's
approach, which is based on rudimentary notions of phases of economic
growth, is quite absurdly inapplicable - as it is, also, to numerous
other West African regions where .rural markets have flourished for cen¬
turies'^/ or where extra-market long-distance trade, for instance in
kola nuts, prospered. But it would also be inapplicable in a region

1 ■ • ; *

12/ See The Migrant Cocoa-Farmers o-f- Southern-Ghana by Polly Hill,
Cambridge, 19^3-

38/ Unlike East Africa, where markets were not established until this
century.
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where, for example) variations in population density resulted in a
greater concentration .on craftwork or long-distance trade in some
localities, (which might then he 'grain importers') than in others ~
which might he 'grain exporters'. Large sections of the KCSZ must" ~"L :

■ • " - -i:- " .. ;i,t rt fa J, .'aoq: •;.« io/
have been 'net grain importers' or 'net grain exporters' in 1900,—
and provided such 'importing' and 'exporting' involves cash transac¬
tions, it is not to he logically distinguished, in this context, from
overseas trade.

i : Accordingly, the large expansion of groundnut production for ex¬
port, which followed the opening of the .railway extension to Kano just
before 1914, had little effect on farming organization,especially as
groundnuts had long been an important crop, rural populations having
been very dependent on groundnut oil, both for consumption (supplies
of other: types, of edidhle oil were very small) and for lighting. The
farmers' instant response to the new export opportunities^^ took the
colonial administration, unawaresand must have been to some consider¬
able degree at the expense of local consumption of groundnut oil. All
the indications are that most farmers continued to aim at producing
the bulk of their grain requirements - although they might not achieve
this; unlike the migrant cocoa farmers of southern Ghana, few of them
became 'export specialists'.

39/ 'Thus an early Assessment Report of Darlya Sub-District, south
of Kano city, stated that although there was little uncultivated
land, the locality was 'not self feeding eyen in a good year'.
(National Archives, Kaduna. ) ———------ ~

40/ Exports werp around 40,000 tons annually throughout the. war period
. until 1921.; • ;
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Nõr did the expansion of groundnut exporting open up the coun¬

try, by leading to'the extension of the road network-, to anything

like the degree that might have been expected - not only was a large

proportion of the chop transported mány miles by donkey-back before

motorabíe roads were reached, but many farmers must haVe found trans¬

port costs prohibitively high. Total-grain supplies continued to

fall short of total requirements.-^/-

Groundnuts exports gradually rose as the years went by, reaching
their peak in the 1960s. In 1962-63? a year when the'Marketing Board
made * a negligible trading surplusi on the basis of an average f »o«b«
price of some £54 --a—ton,-^/ the price to the Kano farmer was some

£30 aton, after payment of export duty of about £8 a ton. For the
three main groundnut exporting Emirates, Kano, Kátsina and Sokoto,

very rough calculations—^/ suggest that the gross value to the far¬
mer òf groundnut production for export might have been of the order
of half the value of grain production - it was a much lower propor¬

tion in other Hausa Emirates; assuming, for the sake of argument,
that half of all the grain produced was sold for oash,-^ the gross

11/ There is a dangerous belief, which has been disseminated in an
influential FAO report - see footnote 49 below -, that grain
supplies tend to be adequate in northern Nigeria. Everyone who
has worked in the countryside knows how untrue this is - and not
only bocauàe virtually no grain is"TecPW"livesibck." (TriTPapua
New Guinea pigs are reared on sweet potatoes, which are-one of
the greatest human luxuries in rural Hausaland.)

42/ See Rural Hausa by Polly Hill, p.290. : -

43/ Groundnut purchases for export (as nuts or commercially-produced
oil) from these three Emirates were 635>000 tons, worth about
£20m (at £30 a ton) to the farmer. If the■population of these
Emirates is (recklessly) estimated at 12m., then, given a grain
price of £20 a ton and grain consumption of 1-lb. a head a day,
the value of grain consumed would have been about £40m. (The
groundnut receipts are gross; they exclude the cost of seed,
which is relatively much higher than for grains.)

M/ The actual proportion is, of course, inestimable; however, it
must be high as many richer farmers buy grain for both resale
and self consumption.



.
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value, to the farmer, of groundnut exports might have been roughly-
equal to the value of grain sold. Such a high rate of export might
well have been nutritionally deleterious, especially in Kano Emirate,
being at the expense of local consumption of both groundnut cil (which
many poorer families cannot afford to buy)-^/ and of grain. Total
Nigerian groundnut exports have meanwhile decreased greatly, the
f.o.b. value for the first six months of 1972 having been provisio¬

nally estimated at £3„9m in the corresponding period of 1971), against
no less that £271m. for crude petroleum - a rapidly rising figure.
It remains to be seen whether the, higher prices currently being-
offered, to farmers will increase production for export, or 'whether
they will increasingly switch to other crops. It might be in the

• V i i:'. vv. ■ ■* •. -J
best interests of all concerned if Nigeria's groundnut exports were

allowed to peter out as rapidly as they had increased sixty years
earlier - again, the organisational effects would be negligible. But
the consequential switch to greater production of other crops would
substantially increase the demand for organic manure.

(4) Manure. While types of*organic manure have remained basi¬
cally unchanged since 1900, the volume of supplies in relation to
the human population may well have declined considerably, if elderly
informants are correct in their insistence that there has been a

substantial fall in the number of small livestock (sheep,goats and
donkeys) owned per head and if the districts studied are reasonably
representative. The reduction of manure supplies per acre of manured
farmland must be even more pronounced, now that the bulk of basic
crops is produced on land which is cultivated every yòar - as is
unlikely to have been the case in 19&0. It may alsò be that Hausa

45/ Many Dorayi households (see footnote 2 above) consumed no ground¬
nut oil. (Dorayi produced no groundnuts for export overseas, but
women produced large, quantities of groundnut for sale in Kano
city.)
There is considerable evidence-that, irresp.ect.-ivo_.of. the availa¬
bility of uncultivated bush land, Hausa- farmers in many districts
have a preference for permanent (i.e. annual) cultivation of
manured farmland, which requires no clearing before planting and
is less widely dispersed. See Rural Hausa by Polly Hill,pp.303-6
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(as distinct for Fulani) farmers own less cattle than formerly, the
abolition of slavery having led to a reduction in the proportion of

outstandingly prosperous farmers. In some districts a very valuable
-addition to manure supplies is made by cattle owned by transhumant
Pulani p'astoralists who are rewarded for allowing their cattle to

graze on the•farm-stubble after harvest - there seems to be. means

of estimating the trend of such supplies. As for settled Pulani

pastoralists, here again there is a possibility.of reduced, popula¬
tions and manure supplies. Cattle tax (jangali) was paid on 1.1m cattle

owned by transhumant and settled Pulani pastoralists^ in Kano

Province in 1920 and on only 0.9m in 1962 - when there was possibly
less tax evasion than formerly. ,

Cértainly any reduction in supplies of organic manure that may

have occured has not been made good by imported fertilizers. First

introduced into northern Nigeria in 1950, and heavily subsidised in
the early-1960s, the consumption of both superphosphate and sulphate
of ammonia may not have risen^^ much above the trivial annual figure
of 9,000 tons for 1965—66 for northern Nigeriá as^a whole - the quantity
of superphosphate certainly being far less than the estimated 25-30,000
tons which, according to an PAO reportwere equivalent to the phos¬
phate removed from the soil by groundnuts produced for export at that
time. Now that the favourable balance of payments would permit the
importation of vastly increased supplies of fertilizers, and the erec-

**££ de I a?iX? . . ■ : Íi0±í< VU ■■ : • ■tion of large industrial capacity in northern Nigeria, the main obstacle
to greater consumption (apart from individual poverty) is the very

severe shortage of official staff to supervise transport, storage and

47/ This tax is not payable by Hausa cattle-owners.

48/ I can find no up-to-date figures.

49/ Agricultural Development in Nigeria 1965-80,
— - Home, .1.966, ,p. 195.
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distribution - most districts in Hausaland entirely lack the kind of
infrastructure that is required.^ It is to be hoped that agricul¬
tural scientists will devote far more of their time in future to re¬

search on organic manurey-rather than on chemical fertilizers, consi¬
dering that it will surely make good economic sense for farmers to rely
mainly on this type of manure for many labour decades — if not inde¬
finitely -, especially if they were to be assisted to rear far more

51/
sheep and goats.-^—'

(5) Ploughing. Hnad tools, which are' still made by rural black¬
smiths, have probably remained basically unchanged for at least 150
years ^ and presumably much longer; but the metal ox-plough, drawn
by a pair of oxen, which was originally introduced by the Department
of Agricultural in the 1920s, has proved,, after...a very slow start, to
be a most acceptable innovation in many districts, notably for plough¬
ing the sandy soils of northern Katsina, where the owners of about a

quarter of all northern Nigerian ploughs lived in 1968.-^^Unfortunately

50/ On a recent visit to the Western Highlands cf Papua New Guinea
I was amazed to see the shops, post, offices.,rgodern..storage faci¬
lities and other amenities which exist in quite small places,
such as are nearly always entirely lacking in rural-.Hausa land,
where a town with 6,000 inhabitants is likely to have no post
office-y--(0f course the (fortunate) absence of Suropean planta¬
tions, as well as of missions — except for the S»I.M. - is one
explanation for the relative lack of modern infrastructure and
amenities in rural Hausaland, another being the extreme adminis¬
trative centralisation mentioned in footnote 27 above, which
still holds; but the basic point is that the conscience of the
world has never been aroused over under-development in the an¬
cient region of northern Nigeria, as have various interests
(especially in the last few years) in 'newly discovered' Papua
New Guinea.)

11/ The numerous vets in northern Nigeria are concerned almost en¬
tirely with cattle. In Hausaland sheep and goats are not wicked
predators (as us commonly assumed) for they are always shut up
in house compounds during the farming season. Most consumption
is extremely low in rural Hausaland,many people being unable to
afford beef and increased supplies of sheep and goat meat would
be of great nutritional value.

52/ In 1839 the explorer Clapperton described certain tools - see
Rural Hausa by Polly gill, p.242.
Ibid. , p. 308.
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this useful tool is constantly denigrated "by agriculturalists,-^^who
assume that few farm-holdings are large enough to justify it's owner¬

ship - they are unaware that ploughs are widely hired out and'may in-
' : ■■'■> -■■■ " - 1 MWÎÇl.* à 55/ " '*'• ■■ii '• ; iV--/.

deed he owned for this very purpose.-^ Accordingly, some one mr

two million farmers may have benefited from the 40>000 ploughs which
were reported as existing in Northern Nigeria in 1968. In the KCSZ

there.are very few.ploughs, but whether this is mainly due to the
- • --W Kfa/ i-J -V i.r ■■ • _ î . I .

shortage of pasture for the oxen,-*1—' or whether other factors are

important, such as relative poverty, small farms, the nature of the

soil, .has not been reported. Formerly imported, ploughs are now

being manufactured in northern Nigeria, and many"blacksmiths make
spare parts.

(6) Standards of living. At any point of time^,® economic inequua-
lity in-rural communities is (and was) so pronounced that the concept
of 'average living standards' lacks all validity, to the degree that
it would be absurd to enquire whether rural communities are 'generally
better off' today than in I9OO. All one can do is to draw attention
to a few relevant matters, additional to those dïsbusSed above.

51/ Hil'* P- 307:.
55/ Several of Guy Nicolas's publications -, see ibid, p. 308 and Nicolas

(1968)- on the rural Hausa in the Niger Republic are very pertinent
As -for Nigeria, the misunderstanding arose at a time when most
ploughs and oxen were obtained with the aid of loans granted by
local authorities on condition that ploughs were not hired out, as
that would have been usurous - a condition which was"invariably
broken. I : 1 . ■ ?■.- • .

56/ However., cattle are reared on a considerable scale in some sections
of the KCSZ. , . I

51/ Farm carts are another cases seventy years ago Lugard recommended
the introduction qf such carts, but, like his successors, he met
with no success. \.l.A

55/ See Rural Hausa by Polly Hill, on the instability of the pattern
of inequality in the longer runs men tend to get richer as they
get older and'there is a marked hiatus on a father's death.
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(6) (i) Extreme Poverty. Despite the growth of export crops
and. improved, communications, there is no-certainty that the propor¬
tion of farmers who are severely impoverished has fallen; one of the
main findings of my hook Rural Hausa was that this proportion was

very high (about a quarter) in a Katsina village, despite the farmers'
right of free access to nearly uncultivated land and the unlimited
demand for farm produce in the nearby city.-^/

(6) ( ii) Muslim wife seclusion. Muslim wife seclusion, which
formerly only affected the wives of rich men and prominent Koranic
scholars, is nowadays universal in most rural areas, the poor (most
pathetically) emulating the rich; this greatly aggravates the plight
of some of the poorest men, who-need mare help on their farms.

r' (6) (iii) Non—farming- income. The decline of rural crafts and
of rurally-based long-distance trade is such that the income derived

. .... V ; . . :

from non-farming occupations may form a lower proportion of total
income than formerly.

(6) (iv) Fixed capital. There are no new forms of fixed capital
(unless the extension of the system of: permanently cultivated manured
farmland to many less densely populated areas be regarded as such)
and the ratio of the value of fixed capital (including livestock)
to the value of output may be lower than formerly.

(6-) (v) Manure supplies. Manure Supplies per unit of output
gained from manured farmland may be reduced.

-.VOO :

.ii

.52/ Of course, lack of demand for farm produce resulting from
poor communications, depresses the standard of living in .many
localities - but that is another matter.

60/ Of course, other poor men are not- short of family labour.
(Such stern seclusion may be unique in the Muslim world -
except for Afghanistan?)
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(6) ( vi) Modem inventions. While many thousands of bicycles
owned by Hausa farmers, the nature of the terrain usually makes it

impossible for farmers to cycle to their farms as they do in many West
African regions, so that extreme reliance is still placed on donkey-

transport. Very few cars or lorries are owned by those living outside

large towns or cities - a great contrast to southern Ghana, "half a

century ago, where most lorries were owned by rurally-based cocoa-far¬
mers. As for mechanical grinding-mills, the colossal demand for them
is largely unsatisfied, so that nearly all women continue to use tradi¬
tional grindstores and mortars.

(6) (vii) Population densities. So poor are the demographic
statistics of northern Nigeria^/ that there is not even any certainty

(although there is a likelihood) that the population of rural Hausaland
has increased significantly since 1900 (if slaves and their dependants
were then included) - certainly the rate of increase is likely to have
been much lower than in more prosperous West African regions such as

southern Ghana. Nor is it certain that modern communications have re¬

sulted in a more even geographical distribution of population.How¬

ever, except in two localities - the KC3Z and the densely populated zone

around Sokoto city - there is no general likelihood that increased popu¬

lation pressure might (in itself) depress living standards within (say)
the next half century.

61/ This, again, is in great contrast to southern Ghana, where grinding-
mills abound in the country-side. (Has 'intermediate technology*
got anything cheaper to offer?)

62/ The only census which was in the least reliable (though it was an
under-count) was that of 1952.

63/ Contrary to general belief, it seems likely that a large proportion
of the rural population of some Emirates (including Kano) lived
dispersedly last century. (There are still huge districts which
are very lightly populated.)
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- The ooncluaion would seem to be that, except for the replace¬
ment of farm-slavery by a somewhat inefficient ifflrm-labouring
system, and. the introduction of the ox-plough, this agrarian

system has undergone, in Schumpeter's jargon, little 'qualitative

change'^/ since 1900. If Schumpeter is right in supposing that

capitalism is 'T)y~nàture a form or method of economic change and
not only never is but never can be stationarythen the present

system is s carcely""agíãTian capitalism, as it had been in the
nineteenth century - and not only because it was then better

supported by rurally-based craftwork and long-distance trading.

July 1973

64/ Capitalism, Sooialism and Democracy by J. Schumpeter,
London, 3rd edition, 1950s p.83.
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